Dance: Yaacov Levy
BEIN NEHAR PRAT (lehar Chedekel) Music: Traditional
(Between the River Prat and Mount Chedekel)

MISHAL
(A referendum)

formation:

Formation:

Circle, facing center, all join hands.

PART ONE
1- 3
4
5
6- 8

9-12
13-16
17-32
PART TWO
1- 3
- 4
5- 7
8

9-12
13-16

PART ONE
1- 4

Step forward on right, left, step back on right,
while lifting left leg off the floor.
Hold.
Step back on the left.
Yemenite step to the right side.
Sway on left, right, left, right with feet wide
apart,
Cross with L. over R., step back on R., while
slightly lifting L. off the floor, step forward
on L., and raise the R. in,front of the L.
Repeat 1-16.

5- 7
8-28

29-30

PART TWO
1- 2
3

Step-cross with R. over L, step on L. ball of foot
in place, and cross with R. over L.
Hold.
Yemenite step to the left side.
Hold.
Counter Clockwise turn (to left side): step on R.
together with L., step R., and hold.
Continue turning: step on L. together with R., step
L., and hold.

4
5- 6
7
8

9-32

Dance:
Music:

Moshe Halevy
Traditional

Line, facing Counter Clockwise, all join hands.
Stamp vigorously in place with the left foot next
to the right 2 times, then stamp back with the
left, and stamp-jain-back with the right next to
the left.
Walk forward on right, left, right.
Repeat 1-7, so that you will have a total of 4 sets.
Stamp vigorously in place with the left foot next
to the right 2 times.
Hop backwards on your left foot 2 times, while
lifting the right knee up.
Hop forward on the left foot and immediately land
with feet apart: left in back and right in front,
step on left foot forward in front of right.
Repeat 3-4.
A big hop forward on the right fooL
Stamp-close vigorously with the left next to the
right, while pushing body down.
Repeat 1-8, so that you will have a total of 4 sets.
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